
HMP Records

Pre-Call Guide

Things to review before your call

Everything you need to know (and more!) before you get on a call with us!



HMP Records, founded by Matt Waters and Matthew Busch went from a typical small

record label, to one of the most successful out there in helping independent musicians

find success in the NFT space online

Not only have they sold the 15th most expensive t-shirt of all time as an NFT, they’ve

been able to see success in helping Intro to Music Theory, one of their artists make over

$10,000 in just under 6 weeks solely by designing and selling NFTs. 

These creative methods using the latest strategies available to independent artists has

allowed musicians from all over the world to do what they want most- to make a living

making music.

NFTs for Musicians is the blueprint on how to start, mint, and build your own online NFT

game, and turn it into a profitable venture. You can skip the trial and error of figuring

NFTs out on your own. You can duplicate HMP Records success and utilize NFTs to

supplement your income as a musician, and make a living making music. 

Hainan Music Productions has been featured in the South China Morning Post, Sansha

TV, China Daily, and on art drops with Charged Particles, and Tokensmart. They are the

only english-language record label in Hainan Province, and have been hired to organize

and perform for massive events such as the Lingshui Youth Festival and various

international confrences, and at venues as glamorous as the Ritz Carlton in Haikou and

Wanning. 
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Things to review before your call
Thank you for booking a call with us!

We appreciate your interest in working with Matt W and the HMP Records Team to get involved in the NFT Space.

 

Ultimately, the purpose of this call is to see if we can help you. 

 

If we believe that you would be a good fit for us, then we will show you what we can do for you, based on your

specific situation, and then you can decide whether or not you want to become one of our successful course

members.. 

At this point, you're probably asking yourself, 

"Will this work for me?"
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In order to help you make a decision about NFTs for Musicians,

we have included an extensive FAQ below- some that address

common questions about the space, and some about the

course.

 

Whether or not this program will work for you will be

determined on the call after we ask some deeper questions. You

will get more out of the call if you review all of these before

speaking with us



How to Prepare Checklist
1.) Watch the video

.

2.) Read this PDF

 

3.) Be in a quiet place



Testimonials
Mango

https://youtu.be/I2S9B8cBmVc


Testimonials
Tom

https://youtu.be/2LnyNAWnjPE


Testimonials



Testimonials
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FAQ 1

Q: Do I need a following in order to sell NFTs? 

A: No! You are taught how to sell your NFTs while you are building your following

Q: Is Matt Wl on the coaching calls himself? 

A: Yes! There are currently two calls per week. 

Q:Is NFTs for Musicians a course a coaching program? What? 

A: NFTs for Musicians is a hybrid program that comes with five weeks of lessons, bonus content, and other

resources. You will use the program material, downloadables to build your online NFT presence depending on

where you are when you come into the program. Then you will come on the weekly calls where we will help you

implement what’s in the program so you can execute on what you learned that week. The program teaches you

what to do and how to do it, and the coaching calls help you do it well. 
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FAQ 2

Q: Do you review all the work I am doing as I create my nfts and grow my fanbase?

A: Yes! Post it in the private group or review with us on the calls. 

Q:Is Matt W active in helping people inside the private members group?

 A: Absolutely. The private group is a priority for Matt. In addition to Matt, there is an entire team at HMP Records

that helps out, as well as other successful students. 

Q:How often and how long are the weekly coaching calls? Are they recorded? 

A: Yes all the calls are recorded and time stamped. They are being put in the member’s portal for review later. The

calls are twice a week and they go as long as they need to go in order for everyone's question to be answered. 
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FAQ 3
Q:How many members are on these calls? Will there be enough time for my call? 

A: On average there are usually 3-4 members on each call and typically only 2 of them have questions. We go as

long as we need to with each person. 

Q:How long does it take to complete the program?

A: NFTs for Musicians is work at your own pace. You are not required to complete it in any certain amount of time.

You may work as fast as you like or as slow as you like, but for someone working quickly, it is possible to do it in 5

weeks. 

Q:For how long do I have access to the program and the calls? 

A: You have unlimited access to the program for as long as our company is in business, and we don’t plan on going

anywhere! 
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FAQ 4
Q: Is NFTs for Musicians up to date? 

A: Yes, Matt W and HMP Records shares important updates on the live coaching calls, teaching new material for a

few weeks before putting it in the membership area. This way, the members don’t have to wait to access to updated

material. Once the new strategies are refined and tested, the program is updated. The NFT game is changing

quickly. We do our best to stay on top of all of the developments. 

Q:How much support is there in creating and critiquing my NFTs? 

A: We give you as much as you like. The more you reach out, the more you get back from the program. 

Q:I’m not tech savvy, how much support for this is there? 

A: We designed the program to take care of 90% of the tech so all you need to do is just connect the pieces and

focus on creating. We can give you extra tech support on the calls when you need it. 

Q:What is the primary focus of the program? 

A: To turn something you enjoy doing into something that allows you to thrive doing it!
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Finally...
Q: Finally, is NFTs for Musicians for me? 

 

A: The only way to be sure that this program is a fit for you and that you are a fit for this program is

to book a call, and we will evaluate your situation and see if we can help. We will absolutely not

sell you anything unless we believe you will get a massive return on investment. 

 

Our success rate is extremely high for those that actually attend the calls and use the program -

almost 100% - the reason for this is simply because we only work with people we know we can

help. And the only way to know that is to jump on the call with us. Looking forward to speaking

with you! 


